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Evaluation of floating and sticking extended release delivery
systems: an unconventional dissolution test
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Abstract

The extent to which hydrophilic matrix tablets with a propensity to stick to the dissolution apparatus and/or float are
susceptible to variations in hydrodynamic conditions during dissolution testing was investigated. Furthermore the usefulness
of simple alternatives to the current compendial tests is examined. Swellable hydrocolloid (guar) matrix tablets containing
verapamil HCl were evaluated using USP dissolution apparatus I and II. Two additional configurations where an additional
single ring and mesh device or a double mesh device was located below the paddle in the dissolution vessel were also
evaluated. Tablets were placed on top of the single mesh device or in the compartment formed by the two mesh surfaces of
the double mesh device. In all cases near linear (n$0.82) release profiles were observed. When using apparatus I it was
observed that the highly swellable tablets were fully constricted by the basket within 5–7 h. This prevented further
independent movement and unimpeded swelling and coincided with a departure from linear release and increased variability
(S.D.#9.5%). Under standard apparatus II conditions two out of three tablets adhered to the bottom of the dissolution vessel
for the duration of the experiment. Consequently their release profiles differed markedly from those obtained under apparatus
I conditions (similarity factor, f 530.5) with the release rate being approximately half of that obtained under apparatus I2

conditions. Adhesion to the dissolution vessel was also observed when paddle speed was doubled to 100 rpm, thus again
resulting in large variability (S.D.#34%). Whilst the averaged single and double mesh configuration profiles were similar to
the apparatus I profile ( f 557.36 and 61.38, respectively), large variability (S.D.#11%) occurred with the single mesh2

configuration due to floating and random adhesion of tablets to the paddle or sampling tubes. Almost superimposable profiles
were obtained for the individual tablets (S.D.,3%) when the tablets were located in the compartment formed by the double
mesh device. Use of a double mesh device may therefore provide an alternative to current compendial dissolution methods
when the reliable determination of the true release kinetics of floating and sticking delivery systems is desired. © 2000
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In vitro dissolution testing is an important aspect
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peutic effect. Following the adoption and im- ties associated with the dissolution behavior of lipid-
plementation of the SUPAC IR/SR (scale-up and filled capsules and swellable hydrophilic polymer-
post-approval changes for immediate and modified based systems with a propensity for either sticking to
release oral dosage forms) initiatives there has also the vessel or floating has recently been highlighted
been a heightened interest in dissolution testing as a [8,9]. Formulations sticking to the bottom of the
predictive tool for in vivo performance. Provided vessel were found to deviate significantly in their
that a valid in vivo in vitro correlation has been dissolution behavior when compared to the same
established, in vitro dissolution testing may be used formulations placed upon a stainless steel ring and
in place of in vivo bioequivalence testing in the wire mesh assembly located in the bottom third of
approval process for certain post-approval changes in the vessel or similar formulations that displayed
formulations and manufacturing [1]. floating tendency. The use of a wire or glass helix

The increased attention given to dissolution testing sinker as is compendially recommended for such
has brought a number of experimental difficulties to situations was found to significantly impede drug
light. For instance, it has been observed that for release and swelling in formulations containing a
Class II drugs, i.e., drugs with high permeability, but sparingly soluble drug (theophylline). In highly
with insufficient aqueous solubility to allow the swellable systems the alternate use of USP apparatus
whole dose to be dissolved under usual GIT con- I (basket) might be equally expected to interfere in
ditions, compendial dissolution media often fail the free swelling of the matrix.
when in vitro–in vivo correlations are attempted. In In recent years the development of novel hydro-
contrast to this media which reflect the bile salt and philic matrix tablets for controlled drug delivery has
pH levels of the small intestine under fed and fasted become popular. Such systems may be designed to
conditions can be more successful [2]. Another accomplish a number of goals such as near zero-
example is the proposed introduction of a two-tier order release, controlled local delivery and/or pro-
dissolution system for products encapsulated in hard longed gastric residence through floatation or
gelatin capsules. It has been demonstrated that, while mucoadhesion. Frequently such systems are com-
bioequivalent, capsules subjected to moderate stress, posed of hydrophilic highly swellable and/or poly-
resulting in crosslinking of gelatin, often fail com- meric materials that can achieve a high viscosity
pendial dissolution requirements. This situation can when fully hydrated. The propensity of such systems
be remedied by the addition of pepsin to simulated to stick to various parts of a dissolution apparatus
gastric fluid [3,4]. and/or float makes them very susceptible to the large

In addition to the physicochemical properties of variations in hydrodynamic conditions that prevail in
the dissolution medium, the hydrodynamic condi- a dissolution vessel. This may make formulation
tions prevailing in the vessels used for USP ap- optimization and the design of a reproducible disso-
paratus II (paddle) have also been recognized as lution test within the parameters of the current
potentially problematic due to the presence of a compendial requirements challenging. In this study
stagnant region at bottom in the center of the flask as we present some of the experimental difficulties that
well as immediately below the surface of the paddle were encountered during the development of a
blade [5]. In rapidly disintegrating dosage forms this typical verapamil HCl extended release formulation
often leads to the formation of a dense cone of using hydrophilic swellable materials. Furthermore
particles in the center at the bottom of the flask. This the usefulness of simple alternatives to the current
has led to the introduction of ‘peak’ vessels [6] as compendial tests is investigated.
well as to the proposal for a larger ‘mega’ paddle
that would provide a low energy, high efficiency
stirring system, possibly resulting in the ‘‘eradication 2. Materials and methods
of cone formation and a simpler more rugged test
system’’ [7]. Moreover, the importance of the com- 2.1. Preparation of matrix tablets
plex hydrodynamic conditions prevailing in USP
apparatus I and II vessels and experimental difficul- Verapamil HCl USP (Orion, Finland) and a mix-
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ture of guar gum (Supercol G and U, Hercules,
Wilmington, DE) and a filler were wet massed in a
planetary mixer (Kitchen Aid) by adding a sufficient
amount of water (|3 ml /10 g powder). The wet
mixture was then passed through a 1-mm stainless
steel sieve mounted on an oscillating granulator
(Erweka, Heusenstamm, Germany) and dried under
vacuum at 508C for 3 h. After resieving, the granu-
late was compressed on a manual hydraulic press
(Fred S. Carver, Wabash, IN) using a matching flat
round 11-mm pre-lubricated punch and die set. The
tablets were compressed to a thickness of 2.5 mm
which was achieved at a pressure of approximately 1
ton. The pressure was maintained for approximately
10 s. The total weight per tablet was 300 mg with a

Fig. 1. Schematic showing the modification of apparatus II (a) bydrug load of 120 mg (40%). inclusion of a single ring mesh device and (b) by inclusion of a
double mesh device.

2.2. Dissolution testing

Tablet dissolution was assessed using standard 2.3. Data treatment and statistical aspects
USP 23 apparatus I (basket) and II (paddle) equip-
ment (Vankel, Cary, NC). The compendially rec- Except where indicated, all data points are the
ommended stirring speeds of 100 rpm for the basket mean of three tablets (n53) per run and error bars
and 50 rpm for the paddle apparatus were used. The indicate the standard deviation. Comparisons be-
dissolution medium consisted of pH 1.5 USP buffer tween dissolution profiles were made using the f2
(HCl and KCl) and was kept at 378C throughout. similarity factor [10] as suggested in the SUPAC
The apparatus was within specification for all six guidance and t . Where possible, f values were50% 2
positions with regard to shaft wobble, alignment, calculated from data that included one pull point
rotation speed, vibration and temperature as mea- after 85% drug released. t values were estimated50%
sured by the QA-2 system (Vankel). For each run by proportion from the 30-min interval bracketing
three tablets were tested. The drug concentration was 50% drug released. For purposes of comparison the
determined automatically every 30 min by UV tablets tested under standard apparatus I conditions
spectrophotometer at 230 nm (diode array spec- are treated as the ‘reference’ batch. It was decided
trophotometer, HP 8452A, and a six-channel peri- not to use standard apparatus II profiles as the
staltic pump, Hewlett-Packard, Wilmington, DE). In reference due to the major variability in release,
addition to the standard apparatus I and II arrange- which will be discussed below. Furthermore the
ments, three further variations of apparatus II were dissolution profiles were fit to a modified version of
explored. These included: (i) the use of a higher the Korsemeyer–Peppas equation as described by
paddle speed (100 rpm); (ii) the inclusion of a ring Lindner and Lippold [11]:
mesh device as previously described [9]; and (iii) the nQ 5 kt 1 b (1)use of a double ring mesh assembly, where an
additional circular stainless steel mesh is located at a where Q is the percent drug released at time, t, k is a
height of 3.5 cm above the initial ring mesh device. kinetic constant, exponent n indicates the general
Paddle speed was kept at 50 rpm for the latter two operating release mechanism and b corresponds to
arrangements which will hereafter be, respectively, the y-intercept, approximating the burst effect. Dis-
referred to as the single and double mesh configura- solution data up to 60% drug release were fit to Eq.
tions (Fig. 1). (1) using least-squares non-linear regression (Mar-
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quardt Levenberg algorithm, Sigma Plot vs 2, Jandel
Scientific).

3. Results and discussion

The dissolution profiles obtained under the various
experimental conditions are illustrated in Figs. 2–6.
In all cases the release profiles are remarkably linear
(n$0.8) with limited burst effect (Table 1). This
may be attributed to the nature of the hydrophilic
colloidal system, which exhibits rapid initial swelling
while erosion becomes more prominent in the late
time phase. Such release profiles are characteristic of
systems where, in addition to Fickian diffusion,
polymer relaxation plays an important role in con-
trolling the rate of drug release.

3.1. Profiles obtained in apparatus I and II
Fig. 3. Dissolution profiles for individual tablets tested with
apparatus II using a paddle speed of 50 rpm.

In theory the basket apparatus (I) is better suited
to ensuring full exposure of all surfaces of hydro- an extent that they were completely constricted by
philic swelling tablets that may stick to the bottom of the radius of the basket and had completely filled the
the dissolution vessel if the paddle apparatus (II) bottom of the basket, taking on the appearance of a
were used. However, it was observed that after slab of gel that had been cast in the bottom of the
approximately 5–7 h the tablets had swollen to such basket. This is somewhat unusual as previous ob-

Fig. 2. Dissolution profile for tablets tested with apparatus I. Fig. 4. Dissolution profiles for individual tablets tested with the
Inset: dissolution profiles of the individual tablets. apparatus II using a paddle speed of 100 rpm.
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Fig. 6. Dissolution profile for tablets tested in apparatus II
modified with the double mesh configuration. Inset: dissolution
profiles of the individual tablets.

fashion, drug release is limited mainly to Fickian
diffusion with polymer relaxation and erosion play-
ing a decreasing role due to the poor hydrodynamic
situation within the basket.

The largest variability in dissolution data (S.D.#
22% at 50 rpm and #34% at 100 rpm) occurred
when the unmodified apparatus II was used (Figs. 3
and 4). Furthermore drug release under standard
apparatus II conditions (50 rpm) is markedly slower

Fig. 5. (a) Dissolution profile for tablets tested in apparatus II and the dissolution profile shows the greatest dis-
modified with the single mesh configuration. Inset: dissolution similarity to the profile obtained under standardprofiles for individual tablets. (b) Schematic showing floating /

apparatus I conditions (reference) as measured by thesticking behaviour and position of corresponding tablets (beyond
f factor (see Table 2). Continuous observation of the|6 h). 2
tablets tested under apparatus II conditions revealed
that upon exposure to the dissolution medium, the

servations of floating dosage forms had led us to tablets swelled rapidly and adhered to the bottom of
expect that the tablets would rise and eventually stick the dissolution vessel. Two of the tablets remained
to the flange of the rotating shaft resulting in partial securely attached to the bottom of the flask for the
surface occlusion. There was no movement of the entire duration of the dissolution experiment, re-
tablet independent of the basket rotation. This ap- sulting in almost complete occlusion and limited
pears to coincide with a marked departure from the hydration of one of the tablet faces. The third tablet
linear release pattern and an increased variability floated and eventually adhered to the sampling tube.
(S.D.#9%) in the dissolution data (Fig. 2). It is The exposed surface area is a major factor determin-
likely that once the dosage form completely fills the ing release kinetics both in erosion-controlled as well
basket and is unable to swell and move in unimpeded as diffusion-controlled systems [12]. This is clearly
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Table 1
2Non-linear regression results for Eq. (1) (in all cases r .0.98)

aApparatus I Apparatus II
standard

Standard 100 rpm Single mesh Double mesh

k 6.3 2.99 (3.54) 5.36 (4.62) 5.78 7.86
n 1.10 0.80 (0.99) 1.15 (1.34) 1.19 1.039
b 3.81 8.90 (6.06) 4.75 (7.28) 5.79 5.50

a Values in parentheses show the corresponding result based on two tablets where the third tablet was dropped as an outlier.

reflected in the k and t values (Tables 1 and 2). the influence of critical formulation factors and50%
When considering only the data from the tablets that obscure the true nature of the release mechanism.
remained fixed to the bottom of the flask (values in
parentheses) the rate of release is approximately half 3.2. Profiles obtained by modifying apparatus II
that of the same tablets tested with the basket with ring mesh devices
apparatus (I).

Based on the dimensions of the tablets, occlusion In an attempt to overcome the above-mentioned
of one tablet face would result in a surface area loss limitations of apparatus I and II and to achieve
of approximately 34%. A decreased erosion rate due exposure of the entire tablet to repeatable hydro-
to the hydrodynamics at the bottom of the dissolution dynamic conditions, the dissolution behavior of the
vessel may also have contributed to the large differ- formulation was further evaluated using the single
ences in release. These observations therefore con- and double mesh configurations. Although the pro-
firm the previously noted [9] importance of imple- files obtained appear similar ( f 575, using single2
menting a dissolution method that allows the entire mesh profile as reference), some important differ-
tablet surface area to be exposed to the dissolution ences can be seen in terms of the variability of the
medium. data (Figs. 5 and 6). The extent of tablet swelling

A common practice that may prevent tablets from during the study is such, that when the tablets are
sticking to the bottom of the dissolution vessel prevented from sticking to the bottom of the vessel,
involves increasing the rate of agitation. However, the density is reduced sufficiently to induce floating.
even at double the normal paddle speed (i.e., 100 In the case of the single mesh configuration the
rpm), one tablet stuck to the bottom of the flask, combination of extreme stickiness and floating ten-
resulting in markedly lower rate of drug delivery dency gives rise to large variations and unpredictable
(Fig. 4) and contributing significantly to the large dissolution behavior (Fig. 5a,b). In successive runs it
standard deviations (#34%) which were observed. was observed that the tablets tended to adhere
This unpredictable situation, where one or more randomly to the bottom of the paddle or the sampling
tablets may adhere to the flask, has the potential to tubes. The individual tablets were thus exposed to
introduce artifacts into the dissolution data that mask widely varying, poorly defined hydrodynamic con-

Table 2
Comparison of dissolution profiles

aApparatus I Apparatus II
standard

Standard 100 rpm Single mesh Double mesh

f Reference 40.77 (30.5) 77.5 (54.9) 57.36 61.382

t (h) 6.05 9.0 (12.5) 6.4 (5.5) 5.4 5.2550%

a Values in parentheses show the corresponding result based on two tablets where the third tablet was dropped as an outlier.
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ditions, giving rise to standard deviations #11%. mesh device was used, resulting in the elimination of
Adhesion to the paddles resulted in markedly slower unpredictable sticking and floating behavior. The
release, probably again due to the occlusion of part relatively simple inclusion of a double layer mesh
of the tablet surface and the less turbulent tablet device, that retains the dosage form in a compart-
motions and the stagnant environment immediately ment in the bottom third of the dissolution vessel,
below the paddle. Furthermore a practical concern is allows for full surface exposure to more uniform,
the potential for filter blockage and the potential for precise and repeatable hydrodynamic conditions. Use
unreliable readings that are not representative of the of such a device may therefore help to prevent
true release kinetics and drug concentration in the erroneous conclusions regarding the dissolution be-
bulk medium when the dosage form adheres to the havior of a particular dosage form. For hydrophilic
filter. controlled release systems with both sticking and

While the use of a double layer ring mesh device floating tendency the proposed method may be a
can be seen as a rather simple modification of an useful alternative, allowing formulation scientists to
existing technique, it is none-the-less noteworthy for collect more precise information, thus aiding the
the type of dosage form examined in this study. By selection of appropriate excipients and quantities in
restraining the tablets within the compartment the optimization process.
formed by the two layers of wire mesh, located
immediately below the paddle, in the bottom third of
the dissolution vessel, a marked reduction in the
variability of the data is achieved. The profiles for References
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